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Managing expectations

• No one is an expert, and no one is perfect (Not even you!) 
• Everyone enters this work at various levels of readiness 
• Keep a growth-mindset
• Change takes time….and consistent effort
• There is no single path forward and no guarantees
• When you fail, fail forward
• You control only your own thoughts, actions and reactions.
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Leading for Equity Video





Defining Equity 



Influencers: 
Characteristics, 
Circumstances & 
Experiences 

• Access (Measures)
• Can they get to school?
• What is the quality of the buildings, teachers and 

materials?
• What resources and opportunities are offered?
• Are they able to effectively receive instruction?
• Does the environment make them feel included 

and safe?

• Outcomes (Impact)
• Academics
• Attendance
• Behavior
• Awards & recognition

• Race & ethnicity
• Gender, gender identity & sexual 

orientation
• Ability- physical & cognitive
• Immigration status 
• Physical & emotional well-being
• Basic needs- food & shelter
• Safety & security
• Stability of home & family
• Shared language & culture
• Acceptance & understanding
• Location & proximity
• Resources & support
• More…
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What is the Role of Districts and 
Boards?

The primary responsibility of both boards and districts is education and student 
achievement.

In order to better serve students and address gaps in achievement and 
opportunity, boards and districts must identify the barriers or inequities that are 
at the root of these gaps in order to successfully address them and meet their 
purpose and responsibility as public-school leaders.  







Poll

• Where I your district in terms of readiness?
1. Beginning talks among a small group
2. It’s been identified as a priority and but little work has begun
3. Beginning stages of implementation, work is happening
4. We’ve been working on it is becoming a part of our regular practice
5. Equity is embedded system-wide and is an accepted part of culture. 



Essential Components of Equity
While our strategies may vary over time, certain components are 
essential to the work:
• Vision
• Understanding
• Engagement
• Action
• Accountability



Leading for Equity Framework-Overview

• Pathways Towards Components
• Define Equity Within Your Community
• Use Data as a Flashlight
• Practice Cultural Awareness, Competency & Agility
• Embed Equity System-Wide
• Demonstrate Your Commitment 

• Think About Questions
• I Can/ Board Can- Potential Individual or Board Actions
• Digging Deeper-Opportunities to Progress Your Equity Work



Define Equity 
Within Your 
Community

Use Data as a 
Flashlight

Practice 
Cultural 

Awareness, 
Humility & 

Agility

Embed Equity 
System-Wide

Demonstrate 
Your 

Commitment

Leadership for Equity Framework   



Define equity within your 
community



Influencers: 
Characteristics, 
Circumstances & 
Experiences 

• Access (Measures)
• Can they get to school?
• What is the quality of the buildings, teachers and 

materials?
• What resources and opportunities are offered?
• Are they able to effectively receive instruction?
• Does the environment make them feel included 

and safe?

• Outcomes (Impact)
• Academics
• Attendance
• Behavior
• Awards & recognition

• Race & ethnicity
• Gender, gender identity & sexual 

orientation
• Ability- physical & cognitive
• Immigration status 
• Physical & emotional well-being
• Basic needs- food & shelter
• Safety & security
• Stability of home & family
• Shared language & culture
• Acceptance & understanding
• Location & proximity
• Resources & support
• More…
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Define Equity within Your 
Community
• Getting Started: 
• How might you begin to define equity in your 

community?

• Digging Deeper: 
• How might students, families or community 

respond to equity practices? 

Think About |    I Can…  |    The Board Can…

or



Scenario: Define equity within your community
The district has received a grant to provide free preschool to 
75 students per year. The board must decide which school 
site will host the program. Parent groups at two of your 
schools have been outspoken at board meetings in their 
requests to host it and are upset that the board is 
considering a third school from which no parents have 
attended a meeting.

Think About |    I Can…  |    The Board Can…





Data as a Flashlight
There are two types of data and both are 
important when addressing equity within 
your district. 
• Quantitative Data: counts, 

percentages
• Qualitative Data: experiences and 

perceptions
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Decision-Making Equity Lens

North Clackamas School District





Practice cultural awareness, 
humility and agility
Systems are most effective when they 
respond respectfully and authentically 
in a manner that recognizes, affirms 
values and preserves the dignity and 
worth of individuals, families and 
communities Public schools and 
districts are no exception.



Practice Cultural Awareness, Humility & 
Agility

I can…
• Suggest a study session to discuss, assess and prioritize issues 

facing the district through an equity lens.
• Request a review of the district’s strategic plan and the 

process for creating and addressing goals. 

Board can…
• Establish a committee or task force to assess challenges, 

identify discrepancies and recommend priorities. 
• Provide input and direction to the superintendent regarding 

the development of equity goals or equity measures within 
current goals..

Think About |    I Can…  |    The Board Can…



Embed Equity System-Wide
It has been said, a dream without a plan is just a 
wish. If you dream of a more equitable 
educational system for your students, a plan 
must be created. Words and good intentions will 
not create the changes needed to correct 
inequities







Embedding Equity System Wide
• Getting Started: 

• Based on data, where are the biggest gaps in positive 
outcomes for students?

• Who are our internal champions that could help lead or 
facilitate change?

• Digging Deeper: 
• What is it that we want to achieve? What is the measure of 

success?
• Have we allocated the resources (people, time, funds) 

needed to address our goals?

Think About |    I Can…  |    The Board Can…



STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS 

*DEFINE VISON *DEFINE MISSION *DEFINE CORE VALUES

CRAFT GOALS AND STRATEGIES

AGREE ON PRIORITIES

GATHER DATA AND IDENTIFY ISSUES



Embed Equity System-Wide
I can…

• Suggest a study session to discuss, assess and prioritize issues 
facing the district through an equity lens.

• Request a review of the district’s strategic plan and the 
process for creating and addressing goals. 

Board can…
• Establish a committee or task force to assess challenges, 

identify discrepancies and recommend priorities. 
• Provide input and direction to the superintendent regarding 

the development of equity goals or equity measures within 
current goals..

Think About |    I Can…  |    The Board Can…



Demonstrate Your Commitment 

Accountability is about doing what you say you 
will do. It requires an honest look at your 
progress. To do this, districts must track their 
efforts and report on outcomes. Remembering 
that equity work is work we do with our 
community, not “to” or “for” our community, it 
is also important that we demonstrate openness 
and ongoing commitment to two-way 
communication.



Demonstrate Your Commitment
• Getting Started: 

• Are your equity goals clearly stated and documented in ways 
that are accessible to all?

• Are equity goals/ priorities known and embedded throughout 
the district (district office to campus and everywhere in-
between)? 

• Digging Deeper: 
• How is progress and the impact of equity work shared with 

internal and external stakeholders? 
• What established practices exist to gather representative 

feedback from stakeholders

Think About |    I Can…  |    The Board Can…



Keeping It Alive at the Board Table:
Discussion & Decision-Making 
• Best practices, examples of being intentional and explicit about how 

the plan is guiding decisions at the board table (budget and other). 
• Talk about how the superintendent’s evaluation should be tied to this.



Demonstrate Your Commitment
I can…

• Request reports and study sessions that outline progress on goals.
• Request a review of the district’s process for communicating 

information internally and externally to various stakeholders

Board can…
• Review the budget to assess how it aligns with goals and 

discussed priorities and provide guidance or direction to the 
superintendent ..

• Establish communication protocols for its interactions with the 
superintendent and community and provide guidance and 
expectations around district communication protocols.

Think About |    I Can…  |    The Board Can…



ASBA Equity Website
www.azsba.org/equity

Nikkie Whaley
ASBA Board Support & Equity Services 

Manager
nwhaley@azsba.org


